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commensurate with their size and complexity. We find it illogical and contradictory to historical 
bank supervision to impose more stringent corporate governance and risk management 
guidelines on a bank with just under $13 billion rather than a bank with assets over $50 billion 
or a bank with assets over $100 billion solely based on their prudential regulator. Because we 
are subject to continuous supervision by the FDIC, they will have ample opportunity to 
observe when our size and complexity and the risk within our bank require the enhanced 
systems and processes currently required of banks over $50 billion and $100 billion.  
 
Obligations of the Board of Directors 
 
We recognize and respect the long-standing tenet that the board of directors is ultimately 
responsible for the bank. We also recognize a director's duty to oversee the institution. We 
are concerned, however, that the language throughout the Guidelines requires the board to 
"ensure" or "confirm" certain actions that take place, which have historically been 
responsibilities of management. For example, it should be management's role, rather than 
the board's, to "confirm that the covered institution operates in a safe and sound manner, in 
compliance with all laws and regulations." Management has the day-to-day responsibility and 
expertise to operate the institution and, in doing so, can identify the rare instances when the 
institution may not be in compliance with a law or a regulation. That day-to-day responsibility 
and expertise make management the proper body to confirm compliance with laws and 
regulations. If management does identify noncompliance, it will inform the board, explain the 
plan to achieve compliance in the future and update progress as necessary.  
 
Along these same lines, the Guidelines task the board with several specific obligations, some 
of which have been historically implied to be directors' obligations and some of which are new 
and expanded. For example, the board has historically been responsible for selecting the Chief 
Executive Officer, but under the Guidelines, the board would now be responsible for selecting 
qualified executive officers. There is no explanation as to which executive officers this applies. 
Additionally, the board would now be required to approve and annually review policies that 
govern and guide the organization's operations in accordance with its risk profile and as 
required by law and regulation. Although our board annually approves policies requiring such 
approval by statute or regulations and those we have determined to be significant, the number 
of policies we currently have and continually add, the review and approval of all policies, 
becomes overwhelming. It may take time away from reviewing other relevant information. In 
addition, approval of very technical policies may be better left to management with expertise 
in the area.  
 
We also have concerns about the new responsibility of the board to "consider the interests of 
all its stakeholders, including shareholders, depositors, creditors, customers, regulators and 
the public." Although the bank believes it considers all of these parties in operating the 
institution in a safe and sound manner and in complying with laws and regulations, there are 
state laws that govern the directors' fiduciary duties. We are concerned that the Guidelines 
will conflict with state laws and present new litigation risks for the board and the institution.  
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Independence 
 
The Guidelines require a majority of the directors to be independent; that is, a director can 
neither (i) be a principal, member, officer, or employee of the bank, nor (ii) be a principal, 
member, director, officer, or employee of any affiliate or principal shareholder of the 
institution. We request clarification that this language does not mean prohibiting an 
independent director of the institution and holding company from serving on the board of an 
operating subsidiary (an entity that is not an affiliate under Regulation W) of the institution.  
 
Along these same lines, the Guidelines indicate that the institution and its holding company 
can have an overlapping board if the holding company conducts limited or no additional 
business operations outside of the bank, assuming the director's independence, as described 
above. In addition, the institution would be permitted to use all or part of its holding 
company's risk governance framework if the covered institution has a "substantially similar" 
risk profile to the holding company and the decisions of the holding company do not jeopardize 
the institution and the institution's risk profile is "easily distinguished and separate from" that 
of the holding company. We request clarification on when the risk profile of the institution and 
its holding company are substantially similar and easily distinguished and separate. 
 
Reporting Breaches of Risk Appetite and Violations of Law 
 
Although our board formally approves our risk appetite annually, it is regularly discussed 
among management and the board. If the situation arose that necessitated changes to that 
risk appetite, it would be done expeditiously, whether at the next regularly scheduled board 
meeting or, if needed, at a special meeting. A mandate to approve the risk appetite quarterly 
seems unnecessary. 
 
The Guidelines require the board to establish processes that require front-line units and the 
independent risk management unit to notify management, the Chief Risk Officer, the risk 
committee, the audit committee, the CEO, and the FDIC in writing of a breach of a risk limit 
or noncompliance with the risk appetite statement or risk management program. Similarly, 
the board must establish processes requiring front-line and independent risk management 
units to identify known or suspected violations of laws or regulations and ensure that known 
or suspected violations involving dishonesty, or willful disregard are promptly reported to the 
agency with jurisdiction. Identifying breaches of the risk appetite statement and violations of 
law or regulation are integral to safe and sound banking. Once again, management familiar 
with the institution's day-to-day operations should develop such processes. Our concern is 
that a board may artificially set the risk appetite in such a way, for example, setting the risk 
appetite extremely high to avoid reporting breaches. Alternatively, we do not want reporting 
such breaches to become so frequent that the reports may not get the attention they deserve. 
The processes should describe when and to whom notification should be made with some 
recognition of the severity of the breach or violation and its effect on the institution. 
 






